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The Finance and Business (F&B) unit is large, complex in structure, and hosts a broad spectrum of discrete 
administrative departments. The Executive Vice President of the unit is personally engaged in several of the 
initiatives, serving as a strong role model for the entire group, and demonstrating top-down commitment to 
diversity. F&B is utilizing several new and continuous resources, strategies, and initiatives to further the 
University’s diversity goals. Formal assessment of these efforts, however, is lacking. F&B is encouraged to 
follow-through on plans to develop assessments and cost-analyses as soon as reasonably feasible to determine 
which programs warrant continued emphasis and focus. In addition, F&B is strongly encouraged to develop and 
implement the planned Diversity Climate Survey. 
 
RESPONSE: The Diversity Key Initiative (DKI) Team Manager reviews current programs on a quarterly basis 
with Gary Schultz, Sr. Vice President for Finance & Business/Treasurer.  Most of the programs are only a few 
years old and will take some time to bear significant fruit. Where feasible, program assessment measures are 
being developed to improve this process.  The Diversity Climate Survey was mailed to all fulltime Finance & 
Business (F&B) employees in May 2007.  The results are being summarized by Diagnostics Plus, Inc. and 
reports will be ready for review by the end of July 2007. A copy of the survey tool is attached. 
 
Campus Climate and Intergroup Relations 
Challenge 1:  Developing a Shared and Inclusive Understanding of Diversity  

 F&B is commended for its revised, more inclusive, definition of diversity. 
 The provision of data on members of the less visible diversity groups, e.g., LGBT and disabled persons, 

to the extent that those data are available, is needed. 
RESPONSE: Demographic data, including LGBT and disabled, are being requested on the Diversity 
Climate Survey.  We will be able to get an estimate of these populations from the survey responses 
since there is no official method for the University to collect this data.  Additionally, we will determine 
from our Human Resource Representatives if staff members have self-identified as disabled.  Through 
our LGBT Focus Group members, we hope to expand our databank of self-identified LGBT employees.  

 F&B reports that its unit heads addressed specific unit diversity issues as appropriate as a result of the 
2004 University-wide Faculty Staff Survey. F&B is now encouraged to follow through with its plans to 
implement its own tri-annual diversity climate survey. 
RESPONSE: The F&B Diversity Climate Survey was released on May 22, 2007.  Several questions 
from our 1995 and 1998 Diversity Climate Surveys were retained so that we could evaluate our 
progress.  A survey was not conducted in 2001 due to the pending U-wide Faculty Staff Survey (which 
was eventually released in 2004) and surveys that were planned by administrative units within F&B. 
The next F&B Diversity Climate Survey is planned for 2010. 

 F&B is commended for consistent communication of diversity information via senior staff meetings, a 
diversity Web site, the F&B newsletter, annual retreats, and unit head meetings. 

 
Challenge 2:  Creating a Welcoming Campus Climate 

 Details regarding how staff fears of “repercussions” will be addressed would be helpful. 
RESPONSE: On 3/28/07, Gary Schultz met with his Administrative Unit Heads, the F&B Human 
Resource Representatives and the DKI Team to discuss this issue as well as other diversity related 
matters.  He emphasized that this was unacceptable and that this needed to be made clear throughout 
the F&B organization. They were charged with relaying this to their direct reports.  This message was 
also delivered by him at the 4/10/07 F&B Leadership Retreat with over 300 directors and managers in 
attendance.  The DKI Team will prepare a checklist of “diversity accountability measures” that Gary 
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Schultz can use with his Administrative Unit Heads.  Also, specific questions were included on the 
Diversity Climate Survey to capture related information. 

 F&B has adopted the Office of Physical Plant’s statement on intolerance, which is a good outline of the 
process to follow if persons believe they have been mistreated.  

 Mitigating the perceptions that gender/race plays a larger role in the selection process than qualifications 
is a pervasive heuristic; it is unclear how this perception will be mitigated. 
RESPONSE: Unfortunately, our numbers disprove this perception given the low number and flat 
retention rate of people of color in the F&B workforce and that women are mostly in the lower SPEC 
grades.  The F&B Diversity Website (a public site) will be updated with current demographic data so 
that the workforce can be made more aware of actual statistics that might help dispel this perception.  
One of the “diversity accountability measures” being developed for administrative unit heads will 
include regular reports on the diversity of search committees, interview teams, applicant pools and 
final candidates for filled vacancies. This additional data can be used to help promote the facts about 
the selection process. 

 It is commendable that F&B overall—as well as unit-specific—activities have been developed to address 
the climate for LGBT employees. Assessment of these activities is important. 
RESPONSE: Gary Schultz and the DKI Manager meet with a LGBT Focus Group each summer to 
address their concerns and hear their recommendations about improving the climate.  This 
confidential session assists in assessing the climate for LGBT employees.  Several questions in the 
F&B Diversity Climate Survey address climate issues for the LGBT community and will give us some 
assessment of our efforts.   

 The promotion of Hire Power to increase ethnic diversity is a positive initiative. Assessment of its effect 
on recruitment, hiring, and retention will be important. 
RESPONSE: Assessments will be done by OHR. 

 It is unclear whether there is a unit-wide approach to issues of race/ethnicity. 
RESPONSE: The Action Items of the F&B Framework apply to all units within F&B.  Both the 
Mentoring Program and the Intern Program are for employees of color within F&B. The DKI Team is 
composed of members from almost every F&B unit and the DKI Manager is responsible for 
communicating to F&B Administrative Unit Heads at bi-monthly meetings.  At the annual Spring 
Retreat of F&B leaders (300+), the Diversity Key Initiative is reviewed.  These efforts provide a unit-
wide approach. The proposed checklist of “diversity accountability measures” for all F&B 
Administrative Unit Heads will reinforce the unit-wide approach to these issues. 

 Potential best practices: facilitation of focus groups by the leading VP or executive of the unit; 
consultation with the Commissions, the Affirmative Action Office, and the LGBTA Student Resource 
Center for advice on program development; mandatory diversity training for all new hires; diversity-
themed professional development opportunities for all staff. 

 
Representation (Access and Success) 
Challenge 3:  Recruiting and Retaining a Diverse Student Body 

 Potential best practices: providing diversity training professional development opportunities for its 
student employees; assessing student employee satisfaction. 

 
Challenge 4:  Recruiting and Retaining a Diverse Workforce 

 The Diversity Internship Program, which F&B continues to sponsor and fund, is a valuable initiative. 
Successful recruitment and retention of interns, however, appears to be an ongoing struggle. F&B would 
benefit from in-depth assessment of this program. 
RESPONSE: We are in the 5th year of this initiative and we have just placed our 15th participant (3 
others are in the planning stage).  Gary Schultz has instructed his Administrative Unit Heads to make 
a more concerted effort to provide internships in their areas and to think strategically across the 
organization about potential fulltime positions for these interns. Five of the fifteen participants have 
been retained as full-time employees with F&B.  Those we did not retain have gone on to further their 
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education or have accepted very lucrative positions with other organizations. Our exit interviews 
indicate that they had a positive experience at F&B and would consider returning for employment.  A 
barrier to retention has been the inability to become rooted in the community – a struggle faced by 
many single professionals at Penn State, regardless of their race/ethnicity or gender.  This is a much 
broader issue that the University will have to address. 

 While it is commendable that the Senior VP instructed all search committees to have a diverse pool, it is 
unclear how search committees are held accountable for this requirement. It is also noteworthy that the 
Unit plans to develop an assessment of the diversity make up of search committees. Such examination is 
particularly critical for upper level positions. 
RESPONSE: For all staff vacancies posted externally, the University already requires the completion 
of the Affirmative Action Report.  This reports information on the diversity of the applicant pool, 
interview pool and the applicant that was offered the position. One of the “diversity accountability 
measures” that will be developed for F&B will be a similar tool for all upper level (potentially SPEC 25 
and above) F&B position vacancies – whether posted internally or externally.  These reports will be 
submitted by the Administrative Unit Heads to Gary Schultz to account for the gender and racial/ethnic 
diversity of the applicant and interview pools and final candidates, as well as the gender, race/ethnicity 
and employment rank of the search committees and interview teams. 

 F&B’s use of the Opportunity Network for Employment (ONE) to recruit individuals with disabilities 
into the F&B workforce is an especially praiseworthy practice. 

 Potential best practices: providing sponsorship and funding of the Diversity Internship Program; 
development and implementation of the Diversity Mentoring Program for newly hired employees of 
color. 

 
Education and Scholarship 
Challenge 5:  Developing a Curriculum that Fosters Intercultural and International Competencies 
Challenge 5 is not applicable to Finance and Business. 
 
Institutional Viability and Vitality 
Challenge 6:  Diversifying University Leadership and Management 

 F&B’s intention to create a standard process and criteria to ensure diverse representation on committees, 
strategic teams, and project groups is commendable. It is critical that this diversity be across rank so that 
members of underrepresented groups will have equal status and voice within the committee. 
RESPONSE: The proposed process will include reference to employment rank as well.  F&B has 
supported the participation of staff members throughout the ranks. For example, a former CORED 
chair from F&B was a technical service employee and a person of color. In future updates to the F&B 
Framework, we will specify the employment rank of referenced committee members and program 
participants. 

 F&B’s increased efforts to fill top management positions with diverse appointments are praiseworthy 
(employing a national search firm, advertising with national, diverse sources). The unit is encouraged to 
continue these positive efforts with attention to both gender and racial/ethnic diversity. In particular, F&B 
is strongly encouraged to address the dearth of members of underrepresented ethnic/racial groups among 
the top executive positions in the unit. 
RESPONSE: Since 1997, there have only been 3 executive positions and 14-16 administrative positions 
within F&B.  Only 1 person of color has been in these ranks during this time period - a female 
administrator.  Currently, we have our highest number of female administrators at 5; however all are 
white.  We are conducting an analysis of the most recent administrative/executive searches to assess 
the diversity of the applicant pools and search/interview committees. This accountability data will be 
included in future updates to the F&B Framework. 
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 Throughout the report, “women and people of color” is used, but it is not clear where there is overlap in 
these categories. Further breakdown of the demographic categories and numbers within each is needed, 
e.g., White women, Men of Color, Women of Color, etc. 
RESPONSE: Every effort has been made to avoid any overlaps between these categories in statistical 
data.  Refer to the demographic breakdown in Appendix 2 and Appendix 10.  We will continue to be a 
specific as possible. 

 Potential best practice: support of the Leadership Centre County (LCC) Program, including providing 
tuition and release time for employees.  

 
Challenge 7:  Coordinating Organizational Change to Support our Diversity Goals 

 Elaboration is needed on the specific duties and expectations of unit diversity representatives. 
RESPONSE: The responsibilities of the DKI Team were outlined in the F&B 2005-08 Strategic Plan 
(refer to page 21 of http://www.fandb.psu.edu/fbstrategicplan.pdf).  We will specify these assigned 
duties in future updates of the F&B Framework, if needed.  

 It is stated that Administrative Unit Heads’ leadership will be measured based on—among other factors—
F&B Diversity Climate surveys. It is unclear whether or not these surveys have been designed or 
implemented. 
RESPONSE:  The Diversity Climate Survey was released in May 2007 and the analysis and summary 
reports will be completed by the end of July 2007.  The results will be reviewed with the Administrative 
Unit Heads and follow-up actions will be documented, where necessary. Summary results will also be 
released to the workforce through the F&B Newsletter and F&B website. Consideration will be given 
to scheduling open forums to discuss the results. 

 F&B is commended for plans to continue to support the Community Diversity Group’s (CDG) efforts to 
provide diversity awareness training for retail/service sector in the greater State College area.  

 Potential best practice: including progress on diversity initiatives in the evaluation of all supervisors.  

http://www.fandb.psu.edu/fbstrategicplan.pdf


Definitions
Climate – For the purposes of this survey, climate means the 
prevailing attitudes or standards in the environment with respect to 
fairness, openness, equality, inclusion, and sensitivity.

Diverse Background – A term that refers to the difference  
between people based on age, ancestry, color, disability or handicap, 
national origin, race, religious creed, sex, sexual orientation, gender  
identity/expression, or veteran status.

Diversity – Diversity within Finance and Business encompasses 
acceptance and understanding that everyone is unique. Differences 
may include, but are not limited to race, ethnicity, gender, gender 
identity/expression, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, mental 
abilities, age, physical abilities, religious beliefs, political beliefs, 

2007 Diversity Climate Survey

The analysis of the questionnaire responses will be done by Diagnostics Plus, a private firm not 
affiliated with the University. This survey is designed to assist in better understanding Finance & Business’ 
work environment. Our goal is to ensure a supportive environment exists for all employees. No individual 
results will ever be reported. In this way, your confidentiality will be protected. 

Please complete this survey and return it in the postage-paid envelope by Friday, June 8, 2007. 

work experience, education, geographic location, marital status, 
military experience, and parental status.  

Gender Identity/Expression – Refers to how one thinks of  
and expresses one’s own gender. 

Transgender – Refers to living according to a gender role 
different than one’s gender assignment at birth. Transgendered 
individuals may choose to have treatment, including hormone 
medication and/or surgery, to bring their body more closely in 
line with their underlying gender identity/expression.

Work Unit – The organization that includes the people you work 
with everyday.

The following are the Finance & Business units. 

1.  Please identify your work unit from the list below: (Check one response.)

Auxiliary & Business Services

q	ABS Support Services 
    (includes: Accounting, Central, 
    Human Resources, IT,   
 Marketing)

q	Bryce Jordan Center

q	Food Services – UP

q	Hospitality Services 

q	Housing – UP

q	Housing and Food Services –  
 Campuses

q	Multimedia and Print Center

q	Procurement Services

q	Transportation Services

q	University Park Airport

Corporate Controller

q	Accounting Operations

q	Bursar/Student Loans & 
    Scholarships

q	Corporate Controller Office   
 (Central)/Payroll

q	Cost Analysis/Property Inventory

q	Financial Information Systems

q	Financial Officers

q	Financial Reporting/Tax/Risk 
 Management

q	Research Accounting

q	F&B at the Hershey Medical Center

q	Office of Human Resources

q	Office of Internal Audit

q	Office of Investment Management

q	Office of the Senior Vice President  
 for F&B/Treasurer

Office of Physical Plant

q	Administrative and  
 Financial Services

q	AVP Office/Commonwealth   
 Services/ Campus Planning  
 & Design

q	Buildings and Grounds

q	Design and Construction  
 (UP & HY)

q	Energy and Engineering

q	Environmental Health & Safety

q	Facilities Resources and Planning

q	University Budget Office

q	University Police



2. Overall, how comfortable are you with the climate for diversity at F&B? (Check one response) 

 q	Very comfortable q	Comfortable q	Somewhat comfortable q	Uncomfortable q	Very uncomfortable

3. Overall, how comfortable are you with the climate for diversity in your work unit? (Check one response.) 

 q	Very comfortable q	Comfortable q	Somewhat comfortable q	Uncomfortable q	Very uncomfortable

4. In your opinion, for which group is the climate least comfortable within F&B?

q Racial/ethnic minorities 
q Physically/mentally disabled 
q Women  
q Gays/lesbians/bisexual/transgender
q Other – please specify  ________________________________________________________________________                                        

5. In your opinion, for which group is the climate least comfortable within your work unit?

q Racial/ethnic minorities 
q Physically/mentally disabled 
q Women  
q Gays/lesbians/bisexual/transgender
q Other – please specify  ________________________________________________________________________  

6.  In your opinion, for which group is the climate least comfortable within the community where you live?

q Racial/ethnic minorities 
q Physically/mentally disabled 
q Women  
q Gays/lesbians/bisexual/transgender
q Other – please specify  ________________________________________________________________________                                        

7.  Management within F&B demonstrates commitment to diversity.  (Check one response) 

 q	Strongly agree q	Agree q	Neither agree nor disagree q	Disagree q	Strongly disagree

8.  Management (the supervisor to whom you report) within your work unit demonstrates  
 commitment to diversity. (Check one response)

 q	Strongly agree q	Agree q	Neither agree nor disagree q	Disagree q	Strongly disagree

9.  Within the past three years, have you personally experienced acts of intolerance due to race, ethnicity,   
 gender, gender identity/expression, age, sexual orientation, disability, or religious preference?   
 Please see examples listed in Appendix A (on last page).  (Check all that apply)

 No Yes  

Within F&B q	 q   
Within your work unit q	 q
Within PSU q	 q    
Within the community where you live q	 q
    
If you answered “yes”, indicate if action was taken and where.  (Check all that apply)
 Within Within Within Within 
 F&B Work Unit PSU Community

q	Management intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Resolved by people involved. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Another person intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	An official complaint was filed. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Specialized training was required. q	 q	 q	 q
q	I personally intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Reported, but no action taken.  q	 q	 q	 q
q	Not reported. 



10. Within the past three years, have you personally observed acts of intolerance due to race, ethnicity, gender, 
 gender identity/expression, age, sexual orientation, disability, or religious preference? Please see examples   
 listed in Appendix A (on last page).  (Check all that apply)        

 No Yes  

Within F&B q	 q   
Within your work unit q	 q
Within PSU q	 q    
Within the community where you live q	 q    

If you answered “yes”, indicate if action was taken and where.  (Check all that apply)
 Within Within Within Within 
 F&B Work Unit PSU Community

q	Management intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Resolved by people involved. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Another person intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	An official complaint was filed. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Specialized training was required. q	 q	 q	 q
q	I personally intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Reported, but no action taken.  q	 q	 q	 q
q	Not reported. 

11. How often does the following occur in your work unit?  (Check all that apply) 

 a) Insensitive or non-inclusive language, including offensive slurs, jokes, or stereotyped remarks 
  (racist, sexist, homophobic, etc.)

 Never  1-2 times 3-5 times 6-9 times 10 times or more
  per month per month per month per month 
  q	 q	 q	 q	 q
                                                                               

If you answered anything other than “never,” was action taken?  (Check all that apply)          
 Within Within Within Within 
 F&B Work Unit PSU Community

q	Management intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Resolved by people involved. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Another person intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	An official complaint was filed. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Specialized training was required. q	 q	 q	 q
q	I personally intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Reported, but no action taken.  q	 q	 q	 q
q	Not reported. 

 b) Insensitive or non-inclusive behavior:                     

 Never  1-2 times 3-5 times 6-9 times 10 times or more
  per month per month per month per month 

  q	 q	 q	 q	 q
  

If you answered anything other than “never,” was action taken?  (Check all that apply)          
 Within Within Within Within 
 F&B Work Unit PSU Community

q	Management intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Resolved by people involved. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Another person intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	An official complaint was filed. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Specialized training was required. q	 q	 q	 q
q	I personally intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Reported, but no action taken.  q	 q	 q	 q
q	Not reported. 



 c) Offensive or inappropriate behavior:

 Never  1-2 times 3-5 times 6-9 times 10 times or more
  per month per month per month per month 

  q	 q	 q	 q	 q

If you answered anything other than “never,” was action taken?  (Check all that apply)          
 Within Within Within Within 
 F&B Work Unit PSU Community

q	Management intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Resolved by people involved. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Another person intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	An official complaint was filed. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Specialized training was required. q	 q	 q	 q
q	I personally intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Reported, but no action taken.  q	 q	 q	 q
q	Not reported. 

 d) Display of inappropriate material (posters, memos, web sites, emails, etc.).

 Never  1-2 times 3-5 times 6-9 times 10 times or more
  per month per month per month per month 

  q	 q	 q	 q	 q

If you answered anything other than “never,” was action taken?  (Check all that apply)          
 Within Within Within Within 
 F&B Work Unit PSU Community

q	Management intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Resolved by people involved. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Another person intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	An official complaint was filed. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Specialized training was required. q	 q	 q	 q
q	I personally intervened. q	 q	 q	 q
q	Reported, but no action taken.  q	 q	 q	 q
q	Not reported. 

12.  Would you be comfortable reporting an act of intolerance in your work unit?

q Yes q No If no, why:  _______________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________________  

 __________________________________________________________________________________________  

13. Do you feel you have been denied a promotional opportunity because of your:  (Check all that apply)

 Yes No         

Gender q	 q        
Gender identity/expression q	 q 
Race/ethnicity q	 q                
Sexual orientation q	 q        
Religious belief q	 q           
Age q	 q            
Disability q	 q           
Job class and/or status q	 q



14. Do you feel you have been denied the opportunity to improve yourself or to receive professional    
 development because of your: (Check all that apply)          

 Yes No         

Gender q	 q        
Gender identity/expression q	 q 
Race/ethnicity q	 q                
Sexual orientation q	 q        
Religious belief q	 q           
Age q	 q            
Disability q	 q           
Job class and/or status q	 q

15. Do you feel employees in your work unit are denied job-related opportunities such as promotions,    
 professional development, or salary increases based solely on:  (Check all that apply)

 Yes No         

Gender q	 q        
Gender identity/expression q	 q 
Race/ethnicity q	 q                
Sexual orientation q	 q        
Religious belief q	 q           
Age q	 q            
Disability q	 q           
Job class and/or status q	 q

16. Do you feel you are under unfair scrutiny by management (the supervisor to whom you report) 
 because of your:   (Check all that apply)

 Yes No         

Gender q	 q        
Gender identity/expression q	 q 
Race/ethnicity q	 q                
Sexual orientation q	 q        
Religious belief q	 q           
Age q	 q            
Disability q	 q           
Job class and/or status q	 q

17. Within the past three years, have you participated in professional development or training  
 opportunities related to diversity?  (Check all that apply)

 q	Yes            q	No

If you answered “no,” please explain:
q	Not interested
q	Release time not provided
q	Unable to find appropriate courses
q	Funds not available
q	Other – please specify  _______________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

18. Over the past three years, do you feel that the diversity climate has become more positive?        

 No Yes No opinion

Within Finance & Business q	 q	 q
Within your work unit q	 q	 q
Within PSU q	 q	 q
Within the community where you live q	 q	 q 



19. What steps should be taken to improve the climate for people of diverse backgrounds?  (Check all that apply)

 q	Training and development regarding diversity
 q	Mentoring programs for people of diverse backgrounds 
 q	Affirmative action in hiring and promotion
 q	Commitment to diversity directly tied to salary increases
 q	Cross training opportunities for people of diverse backgrounds
 q	Social/cultural programs to create awareness 
 q	Nothing more is needed
 q	Too much attention is given to diversity already
 q	Other – please specify  ______________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

20. In your opinion, focusing on diversity is:  (Check all that apply) 

 Within F&B Within your Work Unit Within PSU

q	Not a top priority q	 q	 q 

q	A top priority q	 q	 q 

q	Seen as the responsibility of OHR q	 q	 q 

q	Considered a part of every employee’s job q	 q	 q 

q	An issue that stirs irritation and resentment q	 q	 q 

q	A commitment to meeting Affirmative Action quotas  q	 q	 q 

q	Seen as a benefit for the organization q	 q	 q 

q	Seen as fostering an environment that supports teamwork q	 q	 q 

q	Mutual understanding q	 q	 q 

q	An opportunity to provide growth and development q	 q	 q 

Because it is important to understand the experiences of different types of people, we need to ask about some of 
your personal characteristics (Questions 21-28). No data analysis will combine these characteristics to identify an 
individual person. No individual results will ever be reported.

21. What is your employee classification? 

q	Executive/Administrator 
q	Staff Exempt 
q	Staff Non-Exempt 
q	Technical Service

22. What is your gender?

q	Female 
q	Male  
q	Transgender

23. Which of the following ethnic groups do you most closely identify with? (Check one response)

q	American Indian or Alaskan Native
q	African American/Black (Non-Hispanic)
q	Asian American or Pacific Islander
q	Hispanic/Latino American
q	White (Non-Hispanic)
q	Other  _______________________________________________________

24.  To which of the following age groups do you belong? 

q	29 years or younger 
q	30 to 39 years.
q	40 to 49 years  
q	50 years or older



25.  Would you consider your sexual orientation to be other than heterosexual? 

q	Yes q	No

26.  Do you have a disability? 

q	Yes q	No

27. How many years of service do you have within Finance & Business?

q	Up to 5 years  
q	6 to 10 years
q	11 to 15 years  
q	16 to 20 years
q	20 years or more

28.  What is your current level of education? 

q	Some high school
q	High school graduate
q	Some college/associate degree/technical/military 
q	4 year college degree
q	Some graduate school
q	Graduate degree

29. Are you uncomfortable completing this survey because of concerns about possible retaliation?

q	Yes q	No q	Other concerns:  _________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

30. If you have any suggestions that would help us improve the diversity climate for our employees, 
 please note them below.

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

31. Do you have any other comments related to diversity?

  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Please return the completed survey in the postage-paid 
envelope by Friday, June 8, 2007.  Thank you.



Appendix A: Acts of Intolerance

*To include, but not limited to the following:

Actions
 1. E-mail sent with any degradation of any individual or group of individuals based on race, culture, religion, sexual 

orientation, or other group associations.

 2. Racial or sexual jokes told while on the job.

 3. Any communication whether verbal or written meant to deny any University benefit to any individual or group of 
individuals based on race, culture, religion, sexual orientation, or other group associations.

 4. E-mail that includes a personal attack on any individual.

 5. Verbal communication that discriminates or includes derogatory language against an individual because of race, culture, 
religion, or sexual orientation.

 6. Joke or verbal comments which degrades an individual because of sexual orientation. 

 7. Personal verbal attacks against a person that includes any derogatory comment in relation to race or sexual orientation 
when that individual is not present.

 8. Obvious physical gestures of disapproval behind the back of or in the presence of any individual because of sexual 
orientation, race, religion, or disability.

 9. Insulting verbal comments or play-acting in relationship to physical characteristics of any individual or group  
of individuals.

 10. Any kind of verbal or written communication that includes racial slurs, unkind language, or other insulting nicknames  
or names.  

 11. Leaving intimating or derogatory newspaper articles in an anonymous fashion to tease or harass an individual.

 12. Continual teasing of an individual or group of individuals in a mean-spirited manner.

 13. Isolating an employee from group work activities.

 14. Sending or leaving anonymous notes that harasses individuals based on sexual orientation.

 15. Making verbal comments of a sexual manner or any physical advances.

 16. Physical contact in any hostile or threatening manner.

 17. Ganging up against an individual or group of individuals because of personality conflicts or past issues.

Employment Issues

 1. To deny an individual a job promotion based on race, gender, or sexual orientation.

 2. To deny an individual staff development and learning opportunities based on race, gender, or sexual orientation.

 3. To deny an individual travel opportunity based on an individual’s sexual orientation.

 4. To exclude an individual from participation in a project because of race.

 5. To exclude an individual from an all-inclusive event such as a holiday lunch, office celebration, or other event because  
of sexual orientation.

 6. To deny an individual a work opportunity because of perceived gender ability differences.

 7. To deny an individual benefits or awards based on a person’s sexual orientation. 


